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Update from Trial Manager 
So much has happened over the last few months that we could never have imagined. Many of you were 
redeployed in response to the Coronavirus pandemic and made huge sacrifices to ensure that the NHS 
could respond to the pandemic. A temporary halt was introduced to the trial to reduce the burden that 
non-essential research may have had in the current situation. I went back to work as a nurse on the 
Covid-19 vaccine trials whilst keeping an eye on Baby-OSCAR. The trials offices were closed and we 
were all told to work remotely which brought its own challenges. 
Thankfully the worst of the situation seems to have passed and gradually most of us are returning to our 
original roles and Baby-OSCAR is back to recruiting albeit in a reduced capacity. We are really happy to 
be back working with a few sites again. We would have loved to have all sites back on board however to 
justify a continuation in recruitment to the Funder we had to make the difficult decision to trim recruitment 
sites down to just a few in order focus recruitment efforts.  

Issue 12

Message from the Chief Investigator
Dear Baby OSCAR team
We have been through difficult few months with the COVID-19 pandemic. I hope you and 
your family are safe and healthy.

My heartfelt condolences go the family and colleagues of Dr Vishna Rasiah at Birmingham 
Women’s Hospital, who sadly passed away during this pandemic. His contribution to the Baby 
OSCAR trial from inception till now is praiseworthy and he will always be remembered and 
stay in our hearts over years to come.

With the regulatory approvals and NIHR guidance, we have now restarted the recruitment at some 
centres. Your support over the next few months to recruit and complete the trial data will be pivotal to 
achieve the projected sample size of 730 infants and complete dataset. I can’t thank you enough for your 
hard work and support and request for your final boost in 2020.
Please join me in thanking Mrs Clare Edwards, Trial manager who has managed the trial over the past 
year with utmost sincerity and excellence. We wish her good luck in future endeavours. She will be 
handing over to Ms Marketa Laube who is returning from maternity leave after having a beautiful child 
Anna. Welcome back Marketa, you are known to the centres and hope the joint efforts allow to get us to 
the finishing line.
With the relaxation of lockdown rules let’s hope that we are able to enjoy the summer with long days and 
good weather. Please stay safe and healthy!!
Best wishes
Samir Gupta
CI, Baby OSCAR trial
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Thank you for your continued hard work in support 
of the Baby-OSCAR Trial.

Recruitment update – 
Baby OSCAR is Relaunched!
Recruitment re-opened on 20th May at Queen Charlottes Hospital who promptly 
recruited a baby. As more sites have restarted recruitment activities a further 3 babies 
have been recruited. Thank you to all sites, whether you are a recruitment site or not, 
for the huge effort you have undertaken to get all the approvals back in place to ensure 
that the trial could get back up and running so quickly and resuming trial activities safely 
in our ‘new normal’ working conditions. 

You have now recruited an amazing 621 babies! We really do need to achieve the 
recruitment target of 730. We only have 109 more babies to recruit. Together we can 
definitely achieve this in the next 6 months.

Please note that we are working remotely so have no access to post or fax. Please send all Data Collection 
Forms and Data Queries to our secure nhs.net account: orh-tr.babyoscar@nhs.net     Thank you!
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cont: Update from Trial Manager 
All sites still have a crucial role to play though in ensuring that all data forms are sent to us complete 
and data queries are answered to ensure data completeness. We will therefore continue to be in regular 
contact with all sites. Dina will be sending all sites data queries to resolve as well as missing data reports. 
If you have any problems completing these please let her know as soon as possible.
Finally, the time has come for me to bid you all a farewell as Marketa will be returning from her Maternity 
Leave on 1st July. I would like to thank all of you for making me feel so at ease when I embarked on this 
new role. You have been my link to the clinical world which I have missed and I have really enjoyed either 
meeting you in person or chatting to you on the phone. I will miss working on the trial but I’m starting a 
new role within the Trials Unit so I will keep an eye on the trial and its progress. Thank you once again 
and I’m sure I’ll meet at least some of you again in the future.

109 more babies to recruit

Save the date! 
Remote collaborators meeting on
Tuesday 4th August.
All invited. Look out for your E-invite coming 
to your inbox soon.


